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EExxeeccuuttiivvee  SSuummmmaarryy  
 

Assistive Technology for the Visually Impaired (ATVI) was founded after parent company 
Roden Adaptive Solutions (RAS) developed a GPS chip with superior accuracy of about seven 
inches. With this technology, we hope to penetrate the Chinese university student market and 
provide a next generation social gaming device. With the profits, ATVI will subsidize personal 
navigation devices for the visually impaired. 

Because half of ATVI’s management team has considerable knowledge of and business 
connections within the Chinese market and no similar technology exists there presently, the 
company is uniquely poised for success. The superiority of the technology and a strong 
partnership with the biggest university social network in China, Renren, will further provide 
barriers to entry for even the most innovative competitors. 

The number of Chinese people with a university degree has doubled in the last decade 
and, according to economists at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, is poised 
to double again by 2020. Our target market, male university students with a 10,000 RMB 
spending allowance each year, enjoys hanging out with friends and social gaming, two needs 
that our technology addresses. There are over 3.2 million of them in China. 

ATVI has the first mover advantage in our target market, so there are no direct 
competitors. Indirect competitors include GPS chipset manufacturers who engage in B2B and 
software companies who develop either location apps for iPhones or social gaming apps on 
social networking sites. The superiority of ATVI’s technology makes it difficult for them to 
compete with us after we have successfully penetrated the market. 

By partnering with Renren (人人网), the first and largest social network for Chinese 

university students, ATVI will be able to capture market quickly and build a powerful barrier 
around existing customers. Using RAS’s GPS chipset, ATVI will develop a social networking and 
gaming device called Lubao (路宝), which means “hidden treasure on the road.” The device uses 

GPS data and account information from Renren to allow friends to interact and engage in social 
gaming in the physical world. 

ATVI will promote Lubao through a partnership with Renren, viral marketing, celebrity 
endorsement, and advertisements on Baidu, the largest search engine in China. We found 
optimum device price to be 100 RMB, subscription price to be 15 RMB a month, and virtual 
items to be 5 RMB each, the average price on social networking sites. Lubao will sell through 
Renren and Lubao.com, our official website.  

ATVI will lease office space and storage space to handle administrative and support 
tasks and inventory storage. All other processes are outsourced to other companies. In the long 
run, we hope to streamline our operating model to sustain fast growth, and, after five years, 
expand into other markets like Europe. 

Due to our innovative design and business model, ATVI is able to reduce capital 
acquisition and achieve high ROI. We project consistent growth in net income at an average 
rate of 150 percent per year to about 323 million RMB in the fifth year. By the end of the first 
year, we will achieve a profit of almost 17 million RMB, or 2.33 million USD, and break even 
before quarter four. 

We will give over two million refurbished devices to visually impaired Chinese by year 
three and donate 1,836,091 RMB to a diverse portfolio of charities in year one. 
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CCoommppaannyy  AAnnaallyyssiiss  
 
Company Profile 

Assistive Technology for the Visually Impaired (ATVI) was founded on January 6, 2010 as 
a subsidiary of Roden Assistive Solutions, after the R&D team at the parent company developed 
a GPS chipset with superior accuracy of about seven inches. On February 8, 2010, we opened 
ATVI’s first office in Nanjing, China, where we are currently undergoing R&D of a device that 
uses the chipset to help people interact with friends and meet new people. ATVI is currently 
recognized as a Limited Liability Company by the government of China. 

 

Competitive Advantage 

Because half of ATVI’s management team has considerable knowledge of and business 
connections within the Chinese market and no similar technology exists there presently, the 
company is uniquely poised for success. The superiority of the technology and a strong 
partnership with the biggest university social network in China, Renren, will further provide 
barriers to entry for even the most innovative competitors. 

In China, where the single most important component of every business deal is Guanxi 
(关系), or the personal connection and rapport between both parties, our management team 

can leverage its connections to government officials and business leaders. In contrast, US and 
other foreign companies will find it difficult to enter the market because of visa restrictions 
from the government and social alienation from the people, who are very distrusting of 
foreigners. Since technological innovation in China is not up to par with the Western world, we 
can expect little competition from Chinese companies. 

Furthermore, ATVI’s technology has more accurate range than every other consumer 
product in the world. Our competitors would enter the market with an inferior product and, 
without the right connections with the best and most economical Chinese manufacturers, be 
forced to sell their product at a higher price.  

Even if our technology is reverse engineered (security measures will keep this from 
happening for at least two years), our strong partnership with the biggest university social 
networking site in China and fast growth rate will result in powerful network externalities and 
inherent social value that make a competitor’s product seem unattractive regardless of 
technological innovation or price. 

Lastly, by respecting and nurturing employees, ATVI can increase productivity and 
loyalty over the majority of other firms. We strive to create a company culture that attracts the 
most creative minds in China and encourages their innovation to creatively improve the 
technology every day. 

 

Objectives 

Our mission is to optimize social interaction for the sighted and improve quality of life 
for the visually impaired through advanced GPS technology, fund charities for the visually 
impaired, and provide employees with the opportunity for growth by encouraging innovative 
thought. Our vision is to become the global market leader in social interaction and gaming GPS 
technology by providing superior functionality at competitive prices. 
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TThhee  CChhiinnaa  MMaarrkkeett  
 
Why China? 

In the US, the multitude of technological devices makes it difficult to differentiate and 
grow quickly enough to sustain long-term growth. Most applications for GPS technology have 
already been explored and trying to grow in this market means trying to steal market share 
from established competitors that have the money to push us out. China, on the other hand, is 
desperate for new technology and has the buying power and market size to sustain tremendous 
growth.1 

For the last 30 years, China has experienced an average real GDP growth of over 10 
percent and maintained 8.7 percent growth last year when the US went through what some call 
the worst economic recession since the Great Depression.2 This has created a growing market 
of “new rich,” Chinese upper middle class who send their children to universities with hefty 
allowances and the newest, coolest gadgets. 

In China, education is a precious commodity. Less than 9 percent of rural Chinese 
citizens have the resources to attend a university, versus over 50 percent in metropolitan areas 
like Beijing with a large concentration of “new rich.” 3 Calculated against the proportion of rural 
to urban citizens in China, over 90 percent of university students have very high socioeconomic 
status and buying power.  

Like the rest of China, this market has grown at a shocking rate—the number of Chinese 
people with a university degree has doubled in the last decade and, according to economists at 
the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, is poised to double again by 2020 (See 
Appendix 1). 

University students enjoy social gaming and are likely to continue this hobby even after 
they graduate. Over 15 million white collar workers spend over five hours a day on Happy Farm, 
a popular game on social networking sites,4 and there are over 30 million daily active users of 
social farm games.5 

 

Segmentation 

Since ATVI recently entered the Chinese market, we do not have the market data for 
complete segmentation. However, we randomly surveyed about 50 Chinese people between 
the ages of 18 and 30 (who have much stronger brand loyalty than conservative older 
generations—75 percent make buying decisions based on trust in a brand6) about our 
technology and were able to profile three distinct segments based on their preference for the 
technology. 

Fun-loving Fu (富) is very interested in the technology and willing to pay on average 220 

RMB to have it. They are all male university students with average interest in new technology 
and high extroversion, openness to new experiences, impulsiveness, and desire to have fun. 

                                                 
1
 China Business Solutions, a China consulting firm 

2
 USA Today 

3
 National Association of Independent Schools 

4
 VentureBeat 

5
 BloggerInsight, Shanghai-based consulting firm 

6
 JPMorgan’s Hands-On China Series 
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Although they are all university students, they have a yearly allowance of almost 8,000 RMB. 
They spend on average at least 10 hours a week on social networking sites and have over 100 
friends each. They are also extremely interested in spending more time with friends and social 
gaming. 

Average Aiguo (爱国) is moderately interested in the technology and willing to pay on 

average 30 RMB to have it. They could be either male or female, university students or working 
class, with below average interest in technology, low extroversion and desire to have fun, high 
openness to new experiences, and average impulsiveness. Both university students and 
working class earn below 15,000 RMB per year. They spend on average at least five hours a 
week on social networking sites and have about 30 friends each. They are interested in 
spending more time with friends and moderately interested in social gaming. 

Frugal Fang (芳) is not interested in the technology and would not pay for it. They could 

be either male or female with extremely low interest in technology, low extroversion and desire 
to have fun, and high openness to new experiences and impulsiveness. They are usually 
working class and earn on average 25,000 RMB per year. They rarely go on social networking 
sites and have about 20 friends each. They are interested in spending more time with friends 
and moderately interested in social gaming (See Appendix 2 for comparison chart). 

Each segment has strong homogeneity, and there are clear differences in the 
demographic, personality, and behavioral characteristics of each segment. Fun-loving Fu, our 
ideal market, is far more extroverted and interested in having fun than the other two segments. 
They also spend more time on social networking sites and have a greater desire to spend time 
with those friends in the physical world. Lastly, they are extremely interested in social gaming. 

 

Target Market 

About 15 percent of survey respondents fell into Fun-loving Fu. Since China has about 
32 million university students,7 we estimate that at least 10 percent or 3.2 million university 
students are ideal customers for ATVI’s technology. Because of fast growth in the number of 
people attending and graduating from Chinese universities and lack of competition from other 
technology companies, the market is large enough to sustain growth for at least the next 
decade. 

Based on information we gathered about the target market’s preferences, we built a 
Bass diffusion model that indicated promising growth. We calculated 8.9 percent market 
growth from a linear regression of the increase in students attending and graduating from 
universities and a high 1.2 percent price elasticity based on survey results, and estimated 
innovation and imitation diffusion rates based on cell phone and video game adoption (See 
Appendix 3). A sensitivity analysis showed that the most important variable is market size, 
which is the least volatile variable in the model (See Appendix 4). 

 

CCoommppeettiittoorrss  
 

ATVI has the first mover advantage in our target market. There are no direct 
competitors because no comparable technology exists in China. Despite this, high potential for 

                                                 
7
 Xinhua News Agency 
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growth exists in the Chinese market, especially among the university student market which will 
double in the next decade, and we have intelligently mitigated risks such as reverse 
engineering. 

Indirect competitors include GPS chipset manufacturers such as Nemerix, SiRF, and 
uNAV who engage in B2B with government agencies, defense contractors, and GPS companies, 
as well software companies who develop location apps for iPhones and companies who 
develop social gaming apps on social networking sites. 

Other GPS chipset manufacturers have similar chipset technology, but they have not 
evolved it into a fully functional device, and they are interested in a completely different 
market. Due to the profitability of their large business contracts, they are unlikely to attempt a 
similar device and try to compete with ATVI. Their core competency is not in the consumer 
market, and, even if they were interested in penetrating the Chinese market, their chipset has 
inferior accuracy (10 meters8 versus our seven inches), and they simply wouldn’t be able to 
market it because of that reason and the head start provided by our first mover advantage. 

Apps for iPhones have similar features, but, because few people can afford the 7,000 
RMB iPhone and only about 0.1 percent own one,9 it is impossible for them to compete against 
us in our target market. Furthermore, they do not have access to the same level of GPS 
accuracy and do not integrate with social networking sites. 

While social gaming apps own some of the casual gamer market, they do not have to 
social interactivity that our target market craves, and their limited features are easy to 
outgrow. 

While it is true that intellectual property (IP) is especially vulnerable in China, encryption 
on the chip prevents reverse engineering for at least a year, and it would take a year or more to 
develop a fully functional model. Even if a Chinese engineer could somehow crack both the 
hardware and the software, our strong partnership with the biggest university social 
networking site in China and fast growth rate will result in powerful network externalities and 
inherent social value that make their product seem unattractive regardless of technological 
innovation or price. 

 

MMaarrkkeettiinngg  SSttrraatteeggyy  
 
Partnerships 

Renren (人人网) is the first and largest social network for Chinese university students. 

Until last year, only university students were allowed to create profiles,10 which means a 
staggering majority of Renren users are university students. Out of the 22 million active 
university students on Renren,11 at least 10 percent or 2.2 million fall into our target market. 

Renren has expressed interest in partnering with ATVI because the social networking 
market in China is extremely fragmented (See Appendix 5), and an exclusive partnership with 
ATVI can bring them more customers. They can leverage the GPS technology to gain market 

                                                 
8
 Garmin 

9
 Wall Street Journal 

10
 Pulse2 

11
 Renren 
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share over Kaixin001 (开心网), which is catching up to them, and compete head-to-head with 

QQ, the market leader. 

The terms of the partnership dictate transparency between the two companies. ATVI 
receives a copy of the information on their databases, which means that we can use profile 
information from Renren to easily reach our target market and categorize GPS data on Lubao 
devices. In return, Renren receives a copy of our GPS data, which they can place on user 
profiles, so the two technologies are fully integrated. 

Customers have the option of purchasing Lubao subscriptions through their friends’ 
profiles on Renren, and Renren’s logo appears on every Lubao device. Renren also receives 5 
percent of profits from every transaction through their site. 

In the short term, the partnership is more beneficial to us because ATVI can leverage the 
strong networks on Renren to capture market share quickly. In the long run, the partnership 
will be more beneficial to Renren by helping them attract non-university users as Lubao 
expands into the working class. 

 

Product 

ATVI integrates social interaction and gaming with 
real-world location services through a small hand-held 
device called Lubao (路宝), which means “hidden treasure 

on the road.” By leveraging cloud computing and 
negotiating bulk discounts with suppliers and 
manufacturers, we can deliver devices at a low price. 
Hardware requirements for Lubao are comparable to that 
of a low-end mobile phone. 

Lubao is 2.5 inches in diameter, 0.96 inches thick, 
yellow, and looks very similar to Tongqian (铜钱), ancient 

currency that is used as a decoration during Chinese New 
Year (See Appendix 6).  

The device is designed to be both ergonomic and 
aesthetic, which makes it easily accessible by the visually impaired and attractive to the sighted. 
The grip on the left side allows the user to easily distinguish between the left and right side of 
the device and includes three buttons under each finger: back (index finger), select (middle 
finger), and forward (ring finger). On the right side, there is a scroll wheel to navigate through 
the interface which also acts as a power button when pressed for more than 5 seconds. 

Fierce competition in the mobile market has driven down prices for all necessary 
hardware components: RAS’s GPS chipset, small on-board GPS antenna, Atmel microcontroller, 
GPRS chipset, Lithium-ion battery, color LCD display, mobile phone speaker, voltage regulation 
electrical components, PCB fabrication, scroll wheel (similar to those on a Blackberry), and 
rubbery case (See Appendix 7 for detailed description of components). 

When a customer first receives his or her Lubao, the device prompts entry of the 
customer’s Lubao.com username and password. This lets ATVI’s servers in leased cloud space 
identify the user and link both Renren and Lubao.com accounts to the device. 

As the user interacts in the physical world, Lubao periodically sends GPS data to ATVI’s 
servers over its GPRS connection and downloads the relative locations of the user’s friends 
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based on user information from Renren (See Appendix 8 for a diagram of data flow). After the 
first login, the default screen displays a list of the user’s friends ordered by relative closeness. 
When a friend is less than 100 meters away, Lubao notifies the user with a five-second staccato 
beeping noise. 

The user can also access popular games on social networking sites such as Happy Farm 
and Parking Wars from his or her Lubao using a series of links on the default screen. When the 
user selects a game, Lubao sends a request for game data to ATVI’s servers, which then 
searches its databases for information from the user’s Renren and Lubao.com accounts and 
pushes the data to Lubao. Using this and its own GPS data, Lubao allows social gaming in the 
real world. For example, one of the most popular features of Happy Farm is the ability to steal a 
friend’s vegetables. Lubao users can keep track of their friends’ relative locations and steal 
vegetables when they are within a certain range (e.g., 50 meters). 

ATVI will make Lubao’s API public, so users can develop their own games to play on the 
device after approval from our technical staff. This eliminates developmental costs and ensures 
that Lubao is hosting the games that users want to play. 

Initial calculations indicate that a user will download less than 50 megabytes of data per 
month. To avoid multimedia transfers, standard virtual items for social games (e.g., avatars, 
tools, weapons, etc.) are preloaded onto the device, similar to a Gameboy game. Users can 
purchase and trade virtual items for social games through either their Renren or Lubao.com 
accounts or the device itself.  

Because of Lubao’s persistent connection with ATVI’s servers, future versions of the 
operating system can be pushed to the device automatically. Furthermore, user information is 
stored remotely on the servers in case the Lubao is stolen or destroyed. The user can log into 
his or her Lubao.com account to deactivate the Lubao (like MobileMe) and upload user 
information and settings to a new device. 

To address the risk of IP theft, we engineered Lubao’s software to persist in an 
encrypted form (like Atmel’s encrypted bootloader, see Appendix 9) and allocated control to 
remote servers, making the device useless without our consent. Since the GPRS connection only 
works with our servers, it is impossible to download third party code from a remote location. 
Modifying the device in any way requires opening the case and re-flashing the EEPROM or flash 
memory, which is an arduous process for a typical social gamer and will probably “brick” the 
device. 

Since ATVI will release a new Lubao hardware model after year two and roughly once a 
year after that, we expect about 75 percent of customers to send refurbished devices back to 
us12 and “trade up” at a discounted rate. ATVI will wipe previous customer settings from the 
devices and remove the encryption to make them compatible with Loadstone, open source 
navigation software for the visually impaired developed by visually impaired programmers in 
the UK.  

Loadstone’s interface is specifically optimized for the visually impaired, and, by 
designing hardware that is compatible with the software, ATVI can offer personal navigation 
devices to the visually impaired after most of the developmental costs have been subsidized by 
the original customers, while new releases render any imitation technology obsolete. 

 

                                                 
12

 Based on results from similar programs in China 
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Promotion 

ATVI will promote Lubao through a partnership with Renren, viral marketing, celebrity 
endorsement, and advertisements on Baidu, the largest search engine in China. 

Renren offers the majority of promotion for Lubao through personalized links on the 
target market’s profiles. This is extremely effective because it accelerates the decision-making 
process—potential customers participating in social gaming are more likely to favor Lubao, so, 
instead of creating awareness and attracting them slowly, we have the opportunity to present 
the product and optional promotions immediately. Furthermore, many people now make 
buying decisions using social marketing sites.13 

Both Lubao users and potential users have the opportunity to send friend invites 
through Renren or e-cards to their friends through Lubao.com to unlock virtual items or receive 
a discounted subscription rate. Chinese internet users have a much higher tolerance for 
intrusiveness and are more likely to see invites and e-cards as valuable communication rather 
than spam,14 so we are confident in the effectiveness of this promotion technique. 

Young people in China are very self-conscious and model themselves after celebrities.15 
ATVI will give Lubao to internet celebrity bloggers to further penetrate the social networking 
scene. As cash flow and advertising budget increase, we will purchase product placement in 
popular television shows until Lubao becomes synonymous with the next generation of social 
gaming. 

Since we cannot anticipate all potentially valuable market segments, we will also place 
advertisements on Baidu, China’s biggest search engine, to locate them. Relevant searches like 
“socialize” are less than 0.02 RMB per click, 16 and the average number of searches per internet 
user per month is 76.6,17 which means that we can afford a very large volume of 
advertisements that will reach a broad range of internet users. We expect a conversion rate of 
at least 4 percent,18 and the discriminant data we collect will allow us to run an optimal 
segmentation and classification, expand into other market segments, and increase ROI. 

 

Pricing 

Based on data from the survey and taking into consideration future subscription and 
virtual item costs, we found optimum device price during year one quarter three to be 100 RMB 
(See Appendix 10). Because of high price elasticity, we set subscription price at 15 RMB a 
month. We will change device price from quarter to quarter to optimize product adoption—
average costs range from 110 to 120 RMB. We will also sell virtual items at 5 RMB each, the 
average price on social networking sites.  

Since our ideal market is willing to pay 220 RMB for the device, they will be able to use 
the service for about a year before they spend their desired rate. The low initial cost will also 
attract other market segments and create a possible halo effect. At that point, we believe brand 
persistence and network externalities will cause existing customers to renew their subscriptions 
and spend more money on Lubao. 

                                                 
13

 Forrester 
14

 BloggerInsight, Shanghai-based consulting firm 
15

 JPMorgan’s Hands-On China Series 
16

 Baidu 
17

 eMarketer 
18

 NYU Stern School of Business 
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When ATVI releases new Lubao hardware models, we will offer new devices to existing 
customers at a 50 percent discount if they ship their old devices back to us. This allows us to 
offer the refurbished device to the visually impaired at half price. We will not charge the 
visually impaired a monthly subscription since they will not send data to ATVI’s servers and 
therefore do not contribute to bandwidth costs. 

 

Placement 

Over a third of Chinese university students interact with friends on social networking 
sites for more than four hours a day.14 Furthermore, time spent on social networking sites has 
increased 82 percent in the last year.19 

Lubao will sell through Renren and Lubao.com, our official website. Research by a group 
of international psychologists showed that user profiles on social networking sites like Renren 
reflect the user’s true personality (See Appendix 11), so ATVI’s servers can use data like friend 
count, number of photos, and time spent on Renren to gauge personality traits from 
extraversion to openness and quickly locate Renren users that fall into our target market.  

This data is then transmitted to Renren’s servers and approved by their technical staff, 
and links to buy Lubao are placed on the user profiles for our target customers and their 
friends. This allows us to grow our network of users organically and minimize attrition. 

Both the Renren links and Baidu search advertisements ultimately link to Lubao.com, 
where first time customers can purchase the device and subscriptions ranging from three 
months to five years as part of a package. 

Returning customers can renew subscriptions by clicking an easy renew button on their 
Renren or Lubao.com account (like Kindle/Amazon.com), which can be accessed with their 
Renren login information (like Pick-a-Prof). They can also purchase subscriptions for friends by 
entering the serial number on the back of their friend’s device on either their Renren or 
Lubao.com account. 

 
Customer Retention 

The partnership with Renren allows ATVI to penetrate our target market quickly and 
effectively. Within two years, the earliest a competitor can enter the market, we will have 
captured 20 percent of the target market and 3 percent of the university student market (See 
Appendix 3) and built an impenetrable wall around our customers. 

Our most effective customer retention technique is the growing network of people who 
use Lubao, combined with the large number of university students on Renren. The strong 
interconnectivity between these two networks creates powerful network externalities that 
make it extremely difficult for competitors to penetrate the market. 

ATVI also provides something that is very rare in China: customer service. All customers 
receive three months of technical support under warranty, and they can call the Nanjing office 
with any customer service concerns. This not only helps ATVI constantly improve the business 
model but also keeps customers happy and lowers attrition. 

Lastly, aggressive recruitment of talent and innovative R&D keep ATVI producing newer 
and better versions of Lubao. By allowing customers to “trade up” at a discount, we will 

                                                 
19

 Nielsen Company 
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increase customer retention and return on revenue streams with higher ROI such as 
subscriptions and virtual items. 

 

OOppeerraattiinngg  PPllaann  
 
Short Term Processes 

ATVI will lease office space and storage space to handle administrative and support 
tasks and inventory storage. All other processes are outsourced to other companies. 

First, during R&D, ATVI circuit designers develop the placement of devices on the 
printed circuit board, and engineers develop the device at the office. They will spend the first 
five months (February to July) finalizing and testing the initial device. After Lubao 1.0 is 
launched, they will continue to make improvements in order to launch Lubao 2.0 in year three. 

The integrated circuit design plans are sent to Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing 
Company (TSMC), the largest for-hire chip manufacturer in the world. Using the 
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) image sensor process,20 they will mass 
produce the GPS chipset. Because Taiwan has stricter IP regulations than China and TSMC has 
many large clients, we believe this mitigates risk of IP theft. Meanwhile, Dongguan Yuanchang 
Mold and Plastic Co. will manufacture the device’s custom rubberized plastic injection case. 

Then, China Shipping Container Lines will take bulk shipments of the GPS chipset and 
rubberized plastic injection case to Shengzhen Technology Manufacturing Company and 
Hangzhou Manufacturing, who use the chipsets and other hardware components to put 
together the device according to ATVI engineer schematics. (The same hardware components 
are used in a low-budget mobile phone, so they will already have them in stock.) 

China Shipping Container Lines then takes bulk shipments of the device to our Nanjing 
storage units, and, as customers order the product, DHL China will pick up orders from our 
storage units and deliver them to customers individually. Once customers decide to “trade up” 
to a newer version of Lubao, they will receive a prepaid shipping label which is factored into 
their discount on the new device. This allows us to track the devices that are sent back to us. 

Once we receive old devices, ATVI technical staff will remove the encryption and user 
settings on the devices and send them to our Nanjing storage units, where charities can pick 
them up and distribute them to the visually impaired. 

Both subscriptions and virtual items are delivered to the customer automatically 
through Lubao’s internet connection. ATVI’s servers will keep track of virtual product delivery.  

Revenue comes to us through our website after customers purchase the device and 
subscription as a package, or when they renew existing subscriptions or purchase virtual items. 
We work with Visa to process credit through our online payment system—they provide the 
credit system for our payment system infrastructure. Customers are also asked to confirm their 
identities using their government ID code to prevent possible fraud. 

Support processes include technical support and customer service. The ATVI office 
includes a customer support associate and two technical support associates. The customer 
support associate will answer customer concerns about billing and account information, as well 
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as process subscription renewals over the phone, while the two technical support associates 
will help the customer with any technical difficulties and release patches for serious issues. 

 

Long Term Plans 

Negotiate partnership with Renren. February 26, 2010 

Finish prototyping the device. March 31, 2010 

Finish testing and preparing the device for manufacturing. 
Integrate databases with Renren. 

August 4, 2010 

Launch the device. 
Launch the advertising campaign. 

August 11, 2010 

Break even point. December 20, 2010 

Hire 5 new support staff and 1 new engineer. 
Begin developing Lubao 2.0. 

February 26, 2010 

Sell 500,000 total units. September 15, 2011 

Launch Lubao 2.0. 
Give 700,000 refurbished units to the visually impaired. 

January 25, 2012 

Sell 3,000,000 total units. 
Begin developing Lubao 3.0. 

December 12, 2012 

Hire 5 new support staff. February 6, 2013 

Launch Lubao 3.0. 
Give 2,000,000 refurbished units to the visually impaired. 

June 30, 2013 

Diversify the technology and penetrate the European market. November 21, 2015 

 

MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  TTeeaamm  
 

Skyler Kanegi is a successful entrepreneur with over three years of experience running 
both for-profit and nonprofit companies. As Chief Executive Officer of Tier 10, he oversees IT 
consulting for large corporations and organizations, including Fortune 500 companies. His 
expertise in business development, information systems, and strategy consulting provides a 
broad perspective on Lubao’s technological applications and market potential. 

Nick Carneiro is a successful entrepreneur with over three years of experience running 
both for-profit and nonprofit companies. As Executive Director of Triclimate Solutions, he 
leveraged technology to offset over 300,000 pounds of carbon emissions. He has developed 
cross-platform applications in nearly every web and systems language, and his expertise in 
software design and computer hardware provides the innovative product design at the core of 
Lubao. 
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Chang Liu is an investment banking consultant with a strong economics background. As 
a student in China, he modeled the growth of local businesses and the macroeconomics of the 
Chinese economy. His expertise in financial and economic modeling and experiences in China 
provide the intuition and Guanxi to successfully penetrate and dominate the Chinese market. 

Kim Phung is a financial analyst who has done international financial consulting and 
investment management for over ten companies. As a certified tax accountant, she helps 
impoverished US citizens maximize their tax returns. Her expertise in financial modeling 
provides the solid numbers that allow us to maximize returns and social impact to the visually 
impaired. 

 

FFiinnaanncciiaall  PPllaann  
 
Revenue Streams 

Revenue from ATVI’s three 
revenue streams is broken down as 
such: 26 percent from initial device 
sales, 15 percent from subscription 
sales, and 60 percent from virtual item 
sales. Device sales allow us to engage 
the customer, which, according to 
Bazaarvoice, increases customer 
satisfaction and ROI. However, the 
majority of our margin comes from 
recurring subscription and virtual item 
sales. 

In the first year of operation, we 
expect to make over 26,371,809 RMB 
in revenue, and, in the second year, we 
expect to make over 203,133,632 RMB. 

 

Projections 

Due to our innovative design and business model, ATVI is able to reduce capital 
acquisition and achieve high ROI. We project consistent growth in net income at an average 
rate of 150 percent per year to about 323 million RMB in the fifth year. By the end of the first 
year, we will achieve a profit of almost 17 million RMB, or 2.33 million USD, and break even 
before quarter four. 
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Income Statement  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Cash Flow 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources and Uses of Funds 

ATVI will be funded by investors and business loans. Since manufacturing takes place 
after product orders are placed and there is low overhead, we will not need to pursue venture 
capital. Over time, cash flow from operating revenues will allow us to increase our assets and 
net present value. 

Funds are allocated to three categories of costs: start-up, operating, and outsourcing. 
Start-up costs include the salaries of the engineers who develop Lubao and the materials they 
use to do so, the R&D machinery, and incorporation fees. Operating costs include rent for the 
storage units and office, materials to manufacture the GPS chipset, salaries of administrative 
support staff, and miscellaneous promotion and marketing costs. Outsourcing costs include 
paying for other companies’ operating costs including manufacturing, telecom, cloud 
computing, shipping both bulk and individual packages, and advertising. 

 

Exit Strategy 

ATVI will likely pursue an IPO or acquisition exit strategy. We favor an IPO because it 
gives us a) additional capital to expand to other markets and b) freedom to continue to make 
influential management choices. After acquisition, it is unclear whether we will have that 
luxury, so we will only pursue that route if we have exhausted our creative resources and 
believe it would be more beneficial to the company and investors to do so. For example, 
Google’s purchase of YouTube integrated the two technologies and allowed the latter to be 
more profitable through Google AdSense. 
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SSoocciiaall  IImmppaacctt  
 
Refurbished Units for the Disabled 

Over 83 million people in China are disabled, a number equal to the entire population of 
Germany, and 12 million of those are blind.21 Although China has the largest visually impaired 
population in the world, the government does not provide social programs to assist them, and 
most of them are extremely impoverished. As such, it would be cruel to charge them for a 
device they cannot afford, and, without sufficient profit, ATVI would cease to exist. 

However, with high growth rate and profitability in the university student market, ATVI 
can offer refurbished Lubao units to the disabled at 40 RMB per unit (no profit). Visually 
impaired Chinese can use Lubao to host Loadstone, open source navigation software for the 
visually impaired developed by visually impaired programmers in the UK. A Cantonese version is 
available, and translators are currently developing a Mandarin version, that allows users to 
“bookmark” locations such as bus stops, restaurants, and stores and find their way back in the 
future.22 

In the second year of operation, ATVI will be able to provide 700,000 refurbished units 
to the visually impaired. By the third year, we hope to help over 2 million visually impaired, and, 
as ATVI becomes more profitable, we will be able to help more and more visually impaired with 
the ultimate goal of benefiting all 12 million in China. 

 

Charitable Contributions 

ATVI will also dedicate 10 percent of profits to a diverse portfolio of charities for the 
visually impaired: 8 percent to the Himalayan Cataract Project, 1 percent to Puppies Behind 
Bars, and 1 percent to Discovery Eye Foundation. We will be able to donate 1,836,091 RMB to 
these charities in the first year. 

Himalayan Cataract Project is working to eliminate preventable blindness in the 
developing world through cataract surgery and other treatments. Over 94 percent of donations 
go towards program expenses, and the charity has grown quickly and efficiently with a 1.99 
working capital ratio.23 

Puppies Behind Bars helps prison inmates contribute to society by training service dogs 
that eventually help the disabled. Over 85 percent of donations go towards program expenses, 
and the charity has grown quickly and efficiently with a 1.94 working capital ratio. 23 

Discovery Eye Foundation researches cures to blindness. Over 80 percent of donations 
go towards program expenses, and the charity has grown quickly and efficiently with a 2.54 
working capital ratio. 23 

By donating to charities that treat preventable blindness, help those with unpreventable 
blindness, and find cures for blindness, ATVI hopes to attack this disorder on all fronts to create 
the greatest social impact. 

  

                                                 
21

 BBC World Service Trust 
22

 Loadstone Project 
23

 Charity Navigator 
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AAppppeennddiicceess  
 
Appendix 1 Projections of the Quantity and Quality of Labor, 2000-2025 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Holz, C. A. (2005). China’s Economic Growth 1978-2025: What We Know Today about 
China’s Economic Growth Tomorrow. Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, 52. 
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Appendix 2 Comparison of Market Segment Profiles 
 

 Average Fun-loving Fu Average Aiguo Frugal Fang 

 Age 20.8 19 21.4 21.1 

Sex (% Male) 72% 100% 57% 67% 

Income 18,000 RMB 6,000 RMB 12,000 RMB 25,000 RMB 

(out of five)     

Interest in Technology 2.308 3 2.429 2 

Extroversion 2.846 3.4 2.429 2.857 

Openness 3.5 3.6 3.286 3.571 

Impulsiveness 3.462 3.4 3.143 3.643 

Wants to Have Fun 2.73 3.4 2.5714 2.5714 

Hanging Out with Friends 3.808 4.4 3.714 3.643 

Social Gaming 3.654 4.2 3.571 3.5 
     

Hours on Renren 4 10 5 0 

Friends on Renren 66 159 31 20 
 

Source: Company 
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Appendix 3 Cumulated Adoptions Forecast in Target Market 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Company 
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Appendix 4 Cumulated Adoptions Sensitivity Analysis in Target Market 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Company 
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Appendix 5 Chinese Social Networking Sites Market Breakdown 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Each user has on average 2.7 accounts across multiple social networking sites. 

 

Source: China Internet Network Information Center 
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Appendix 6 Lubao Technology Diagram and Size Comparison 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Source: Company; Apple, Inc.; Anything Anywhere 
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Appendix 7 Hardware Components 
 

Component Description 

Lithium-Ion Battery Main power source, adapt from phones 

GPS Chipset RAS’s GPS technology 

GPS Antenna Allows reception of GPS signals 

GPRS Chipset Decodes GSM signals  

GPRS/GSM Antenna Allows reception of GSM 

Microprocessor Executes software instructions, includes 

Color LCD Main output, backlit, idea for gaming 

Speaker Provides audio alerts and TTS 

Electrical Components Voltage regulation, caps, amplifiers, etc. 

PCB Custom-made, connects other components 

Scroll Wheel Primary input, located on right side 

Membrane Buttons Secondary input, located beneath right grip 

Rubberized Case Water resistant, custom-made 

Digital Compass Users can get a heading without moving 
 

Source: Company 
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Appendix 8 Data Flow Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Source: Company 
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Appendix 9 IP Protection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Atmel AVR230: DES Bootloader Application Note 
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Appendix 10 Device Pricing Optimization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Company  
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Appendix 11 Online Social Networking Sites Reflect Actual Personality 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Back et al. (2008). Facebook profiles reflect actual personality not self-idealization. 
Psychological Science, 8. 
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Appendix 12 Supply Chain Flow Chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Company 
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1. Manufacturer 
Mass produce GPS chipset. 

 

3. Shipping Company 
Transport bulk shipments of the 

GPS chipset and case to the 
device manufacturer. 

 

4. Manufacturer 
Mass produce device. 

 

 

5. Shipping Company 
Transport bulk shipments of the 

device to our storage units. 

 

6. Storage Units 
Store devices until ordered. 

 

7. Shipping Company 
Transport single shipments of 

device to customer. 

 

8. Customer 
Customer uses device and 
sends old devices back to 

us after trading up. 
 

 

9. AVTI Office 
Reformat device. 

 

11. Visually Impaired 
Charities deliver devices to 

the visually impaired. 

 

10. Storage Units 
Store devices until ordered. 

 

2. Manufacturer 
Mass produce case. 

 

4. Manufacturer 
Mass produce device. 

 


